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Abstract

Purpose This paper attempts to historicise research conducted in the fields of Information Seeking and Learning and Information Literacy and thereby begin to outline a description of the history of information in the context of Swedish compulsory education.

Design/methodology/approach Document work and documentary practices are used as alternatives to concepts such as information seeking or information behaviour. Four empirical examples of document work – more specifically informational reading – recorded in Swedish primary classrooms in the 1960s are presented.

Findings In the recordings, the reading style students use is similar to informational reading in contemporary educational settings: it is fragmentary, facts-oriented, and procedure-oriented. The practice of finding correct answers, rather than analysing and discussing the contents of a text seems to continue from lessons organised around print textbooks in the 1960s to the inquiry-based and digital teaching of today.

Originality/value The article seeks to analyse document work and documentary practices by regarding “information” as a discursive construction in a particular era with material consequences in particular contexts, rather than as a theoretical and analytical concept. It also problematises the notion that new digital technologies for producing, organising, finding, using, and disseminating documents have drastically changed people’s behaviours and practices in educational and other contexts.
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1. Introduction

Research within the Library and Information Science (LIS) sub-fields of Information Seeking and Learning and Information Literacy is often motivated by the notion that new digital technologies for producing, organising, finding, using, and disseminating documents have drastically changed people’s behaviours and practices in educational and other contexts. Even though changing technologies entail changing information behaviours and practices, it is problematic to base research in this field on this premise only. One risk that we run when emphasising the new, digital, and technological aspects of contemporary information activities is that longer processes of change and continuity may become obscured. If the historical roots of present-day information activities are not taken into account, current changes might be misinterpreted and the impact of new technologies might either be overstated or taken for granted.

In this paper, we will focus on what is called informational reading, as it was practiced in Swedish primary school classrooms in the late 1960s. We will give examples of situations where informational reading was taught and discuss these situations in terms of continuity and change. In this way, we will illustrate how a particular style of reading can be seen as a predecessor to information activities in contemporary school settings. Thus, this is an attempt to historicise research conducted in the fields of Information Seeking and Learning and Information Literacy and thereby begin to outline a description of the history of information in the context of Swedish compulsory school.

Informational reading is a term used in the 1962 Swedish national curriculum for comprehensive school and resembles activities that LIS scholars of today call, for example, information seeking and the practicing of information literacy. When the new Swedish compulsory and comprehensive school was introduced through the curriculum of 1962 – decades before the still ongoing digitalisation of Swedish schools started – informational reading was presented as a useful didactic method and as an important skill for the democratic citizen in a modern and fast developing world. In the curriculum, informational reading was described as a type of reading used to “gathering facts, understanding an account and following a line of thought” [“inhämta fakta, förstå en redogörelse och följa en tankegång”] (Skolöverstyrelsen, 1962, p. 145). It included learning how to navigate in nonfiction literature through indices and tables of content and finding correct answers to factual questions. It was contrasted to experiential reading, which was closely tied to fiction.

Even though the classroom activities described in this paper were described as informational reading in the curriculum, we contend that this does not warrant that they are regarded as information activities in any theoretical sense. Instead – as described in further detail below – we see the term informational reading as an expression of a particular era, namely the post-war period when Sweden was starting to transform into a post-industrial, services society, and when it was thought that Swedish students in the newly introduced compulsory school needed to be taught how to read with a focus on information (see Dolatkhah and Lundh, 2016). In a similar vein, today’s students are described as being in need of Media and Information Literacy. However, when this type of literacy is discussed and studied, aspects of reading are not usually put to the fore. In the following, we will argue that Information Seeking and Learning and Information Literacy research would have much to gain from reintroducing an empirical focus on reading activities.
2. Information seeking and learning in contemporary society

Thus, this paper seeks to contribute to the research sub-field of Information Seeking and Learning – which to some extent overlaps the research area of Information Literacy (Limberg and Sundin, 2006) – through a historical analysis. Research in these fields takes an interest in how information seeking as an activity is learnt and what people learn from information seeking activities, often, but not always, in educational settings (Limberg and Alexandersson, 2010).

Theoretical inspiration within the field ranges from cognitive constructivism (e.g. Kuhlthau, 2004) to phenomenography (e.g. Limberg, 1999) and sociocultural approaches (e.g. Francke et al., 2011), which create somewhat different foci: from information seeking as a process taking place in the individual mind to information activities as practical and material activities that are socially negotiated. In either case, the concept of information is certainly important within this area, although it is not entirely clear what the concept might entail.

Even though Information Seeking and Learning research generally focuses on individuals and groups of people and their learning, some of the studies within this area also provide a good picture of contemporary educational settings in which the studied information activities take place. Of particular importance for the present study are a number of studies conducted in Sweden during the past decades. These studies take an interest in what students learn – and sometimes do not learn – when working with school assignments that require the reading of self-chosen materials, often using digital resources. They show how students, when working with so called project-based, problem-centred or student-centred assignments, encounter a number of difficulties stemming from the tension between seemingly independent inquiry and the formal requirements of the educational institution (e.g. Alexandersson and Limberg, 2012; Andersson, 2017; Gärdén, 2016; Lundh, 2011; Lundh et al., 2015). This tension seems to lead to students’ exerting themselves to find single, factual, correct answers – often by copying and pasting already existing text – rather than engaging in complex analyses. They also try to give the impression of being actively occupied, at the expense of working with the contents of the assignment (Limberg et al., 2008; Gärdén et al., 2014). Similar tension, but linked directly to searching, is identified in students’ ways of adapting their information activities in relation to teachers’ expectations and attitudes concerning types of information sources. Wikipedia, for instance – not a legitimate source, or “encyclopaedias in the library”, – a legitimate source (Andersson, 2017). One way of describing this tension is to use the Foucauldian terms of a shift from “external to internal disciplining” (Alexandersson and Limberg, 2012, p. 147) where the individual student is supposed to understand what to do with an assignment and how to work with it independently, at the same time as the assignment will be assessed and graded. This often leaves the students uncertain of whether they are meeting the requirements of the assignments or not.

Recent research on information activities in Swedish school contexts has also broadened interest in information seeking to include information searching as an object of learning (Andersson, 2017; Sundin and Carlsson, 2016). However, the same studies indicate that neither the Swedish curriculum nor teaching practices have changed to adapt to contemporary conditions for learning via digital tools (Sundin 2015; Sundin and Carlsson 2016). Sundin’s analysis of the Swedish national curriculum (2015) showed that awareness of
technologies for searching on the Internet is not mentioned. Studies of teachers’ experiences of supporting students’ information searching for learning purposes indicate that the teachers have difficulties in conceptualising search as an object of teaching. They tend to talk about the critical assessment of sources rather than the complexities of searching, such as, for instance, Google’s ranking of sources and possible consequences thereof (Sundin and Carlsson, 2016). This research provides evidence that teaching practices do not change swiftly in accordance with the introduction of new technologies.

3. The history of information from a document theoretical perspective
With its interest in information activities in a particular historical context, the present paper could also be seen as a contribution to the relatively new research area of Information History. Two of the main advocates for this emerging field, Alistair Black (2006) and Toni Weller (2008), state that a distinguishing feature for Information History is its “informational spin on particular past events or topics” (Black, 2006, p. 443) and its “emphasis on informational aspects” of certain areas of historical research (Weller, 2008, p. 4). However, the two authors acknowledge that one problem for the field is that information is an abstract notion – rather than a tangible phenomenon – for which there exists a multitude of definitions. This causes, as for LIS in general, some epistemological and methodological difficulties.

One of these difficulties is summarised by Skouvig and Andersen (2015, p. 2063) who state that: “[i]nformation seems to be a modern invention (Day, 2001), and yet information history argues that information has always been present”. Hence, it is not clear whether the study of information history should start from a current definition of information when examining the past or rather take an interest in how information was defined during previous eras (assuming that such definitions existed and were of importance) (cf. Weller, 2008, p. 23). In either case, the information historian has to concur with the idea that information is of great importance to current societies, both as an abstract concept and as some kind of material object. Accordingly, we would argue that the treatment of information as a theoretical, abstract concept actually leads to “presentism” – the tendency to use contemporary understandings of the concept of information in analyses of historical situations – and which Weller (2008, pp. 92-94) warns information historians to be cautious of.

In our view, the attempt to use the concept of information to analyse and understand the concept of information is problematic. It can be seen as an example of how LIS is “trapped in its own discursive formations” (Wiegand 1999; Radford, 2003) where the concept of information has been appropriated to the extent that it is no longer seen as a rhetorical device, but rather as a given and unquestionable ingredient of the discipline. Our proposition, as a way out of this entrapment, is to analyse the historical and social projects through which the “invention” (Day, 2001; Wiegand, 2007) of the concept of information came about. The history of information would then not study information per se, but rather take an interest in the discursive construction of the concept of information in a particular era and its material consequences in particular contexts.

Lundh and Dolatkhah (2016) recently introduced a dialogically-based document theory as an alternative to information-based theories as a basis for the study of activities and institutions
traditionally of interest to LIS. For LIS research on learning, such as Information Seeking and Learning and Information Literacy research, using information as a theoretical concept leads to difficulties, as it – indirectly or overtly – implies that human cognition can be described in terms of computational information processing (cf. Capurro and Hjørland, 2003; Hjørland, 2000; Linell, 2009). As alternatives, concepts such as document work (Trace, 2007) and documentary practices (Frohmann, 2004a; 2004b) have been introduced. Through these concepts, “information” can be studied as part of historical and social projects. Of interest for the analysis presented in this paper is the social project of introducing a new compulsory and comprehensive school in Sweden in the 1960s and in particular, how a discourse of informational reading appeared and was manifested within this project. In the following, we will use the concept of document work to describe the activities that the students engage in in the classrooms, and documentary practices to describe traditions that persist over longer periods of time and that may not be tied to specific technologies (cf. Andersen, 2006).

Next, we will analyse a number of classrooms situations taking place well before classrooms became digital, but where students were required to engage in informational reading, that is, look for written information in order to solve a school task. The analysis will provide a basis for discussing continuity and change in terms of document work and documentary practices in Swedish schools.

4. Informational reading in the late 1960s
The following analysis concentrates on the activity of informational reading, as it appeared and was manifested in Swedish primary schools in the 1960s. The classroom situations which will be described originate from 223 lessons varying from 40-45 minutes each in length in the subject of Swedish in year six (where most students were 12 years old), captured through audio-recordings and partly through video recordings during the academic years of 1967/1968 and 1968/1969 by a team of researchers at the University of Gothenburg (Bredång et al., 1971). The original recordings have been digitised, analysed, and coded with a focus on document types and reading styles; the latter including informational reading (for detailed coding scheme see Dolatkhah and Lundh, 2016). Of the 115 lessons where reading as an object of teaching and learning occurred, 71 included informational reading.

The analysis of all of the recorded Swedish lessons (Dolatkhah and Lundh, 2016) shows that informational reading was the most common type of reading practiced; 61.7% of these reading lessons included informational reading, while 45.2% included experiential reading. Furthermore, informational reading was given greater prominence during the lessons, whereas experiential reading was often used as a time-filler or reward when other assignments had been completed. Generally, the teaching of reading was text-book driven; at least 55.2% of the 115 reading lessons included the use of textbooks, whereas other materials were used to a much lesser extent.

Below, four examples of how informational reading was taught and practiced will be presented, using transcripts and descriptions of activities captured in the recordings. These situations have been chosen as they are good examples of how informational reading activities appeared in the data set as a whole. In the presentation of the examples, names
and other identifying data have been changed in order to ensure the confidentiality of the study participants.

4.1 Read and respond
A common way to organise informational reading was to have the students answer oral or written questions to a particular text. One such example is a lesson recorded in the afternoon of 12th February 1968. In the beginning of the lesson, the students are instructed by their teacher to read four parts of *Animals of the world* [*All världens djur*], a textbook which was being used in several classrooms included in the study.

The teacher distributes copies with instructions and a few questions that she has constructed on each of the four texts; one on the yak, one on the Indian cobra, one on the tiger, and one on the Indian elephant. The students are allowed to read the texts in the order of their own choice. They are instructed to write their answers – that need to be sentences, rather than single words – on a blank page. The students use the rest of the lesson to work individually at their desks with the questions while the teacher circulates in the classroom to help individual students. Several times during the lesson, the students are instructed to read the specific paragraph before they start to respond to the related questions.

Some of the students seem reluctant to actually do the assignment and when they ask about why they have to work with them, they get varying answers: On the one hand, the teacher says that the questions themselves are not important, but rather that the students actually read the texts; and on the other hand, she says that the point of the exercise is that the students can learn how to respond to questions in writing. The questions appear to be about details and can be responded to by a single sentence. Hence, this lesson is an example of a textbook-driven lesson where informational reading is practiced in order to find correct answers to given detailed questions, using pre-defined texts.

4.2 Read and present
To prepare for and carry out oral presentations was also a common element of informational reading activities. A good example is a lesson from the afternoon of 25th January 1968. At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher sits at her desk and the students at theirs. On the blackboard, maps of Australia can be seen. The teacher starts the lesson by referring back to a previous lesson where they talked about where Australia is situated and she explains that the wildlife in Australia is unusual as the continent has been separated from the other continents for a long time. She then goes on to distribute assignments to work on during the lesson. All the students are supposed to read from the same textbook according to the following instructions:

First, you read through what we are supposed to do once. After that, you read carefully and note down the most important things. And at the end of the lesson we will tell each other what we have read.

[Translation of “Först läser ni igenom vad vi ska göra en gång. Sedan tar ni och läser noga och antecknar det viktigaste. Och så i slutet på timman ska vi ta och berätta vad vi har läst.”]

Each row in the classroom is instructed to read about one animal each; they will read about the koala, the kangaroo, the Tasmanian wolf, the platypus, the black swan, and the sharks.
Basically, the teacher’s instructions are followed during the 40-minute lesson: The students read in silence – intermittently they ask questions and get responses from the teacher – take notes, are asked to silently practice their findings, and finally present these through a discussion led by the teacher where she asks questions – some more open-ended than others – and the students respond by reading from their notes. The discussion is abruptly finished as the bell rings.

Thus, the lesson is very much textbook-driven and directed towards finding facts about a given topic. In the teacher’s instructions, emphasis is on procedure – how to read, what to do with the text in a technical sense, and finding answers – rather than discussing and analysing its contents.

4.3 Study skills

In both examples above, the students are instructed to approach texts in specific ways in order to be able to respond to questions and recapitulate what they have read. In some lessons, the techniques of approaching texts become the main object of teaching and learning. One example is a lesson recorded in the morning of 26th March 1969. In this lesson, a text is read aloud by the teacher and the students are instructed to take notes in a way that they are said to be able to use whenever they listen to a lecture.

In the beginning of the lesson, the teacher talks about the difference between practicing handwriting ["välskrivning"], spelling ["rättskrivning"], and taking notes quickly while listening. He talks about how the latter involves making up your own abbreviations, sometimes making sketches, and finally making a fair copy after the lecture. For the specific exercise during the lesson, the students are instructed to either use a ballpoint pen or underline text written in pencil for the fair copy. This is so that the teacher can see how they have transcribed their pencilled abbreviations.

The students are also supposed to respond to questions in writing during the lesson. Before he starts reading the actual text, the teacher writes three questions relating to the text on the blackboard. The questions are about the hunting techniques of “bushmen”. It is however not mentioned what is meant by “bushmen”, either by the teacher or in the text that he reads aloud. Thus, the context of the factual text on hunting techniques is limited. While the teacher reads aloud, the students take notes. When the teacher has finished the reading, he emphasises again that:

Now, immediately fill in the abbreviations, write them out. And please remember, those of you who don’t have ballpoints, underline everything you write from now on. Thus, what you write from now on should be underlined, otherwise you get your ballpoint pen and fill in, if you have one.

[Translation of: “Ta nu med en gång och fyll i förkortningar, skriv ut. Och så glöm inte det, ni som inte har kulspets, stryk under allt som ni skriver från och med nu. Alltså, det som ni skriver från och med ska strykas under, annars tar ni fram kulspetspennan och fyller i med om ni har en sådan.”]

The rest of the lesson is used for writing fair copies and then responding to the three questions in full sentences. Those students who finish early get various other tasks to work on. Towards the end of the lesson, students who haven’t responded to the third question are encouraged to do so quickly. Then all students hand in their work – consisting of notes,
fair copies of the notes, and responses to the three questions – and the teacher says that he will mark it during the upcoming Easter holiday. He also emphasises that he will especially look at whether the students have listened carefully and how they have taken their notes.

In this example, informational reading – which in this case also involves listening – is explicitly taught as involving a type of technique for approaching a text read aloud and noting down specific facts from it. The context and contents of this text are of less importance.

4.4 Approaching fiction through informational reading

Even though informational reading was primarily tied to non-fiction in the curriculum, some of the recorded lessons show that even fiction could be approached in similar ways. One example is a lesson recorded in the afternoon of 25th April 1968, which is about poetry and *The Emigrants* by Vilhelm Moberg, a 20th century classic Swedish novel. While some students are preparing to read a poem aloud, the teacher reads an excerpt from *The Emigrants* to the rest of the class. The reading is preceded by an introduction to the historical era where the book series is set and an exercise where the students are asked to look up novel words that appear in the excerpt. While reading aloud, the teacher interjects a number of factually oriented questions for the students to respond to, such as “Which ocean did they cross when they travelled from Sweden to America?” [“Vad var det för hav man reste över när man reser från Sverige till Amerika?”] Hence, even a fictional text such as one of Sweden’s most read novels is approached with a string of informationally oriented questions. It is not until the very end of the lesson that the teacher briefly discusses Moberg’s style of writing and states it is one that few master.

5. Changes and continuities in educational document work

The above descriptions make it possible to identify some changes and continuities in how a specific type of document work has been conducted in Swedish primary schools. There are indeed differences between the classrooms situations from the 1960s and classroom situations of today. For example, the classic layout of the classrooms with a blackboard and the teacher’s desk at the front and the students sitting in wooden desks in rows have changed – to different degrees – in present-day classrooms. The style of teaching is also different in that it was heavily textbook-driven in the recordings from the 1960s.

However, the style of reading that the students engage in in the recordings from the late 1960s – which from a pedagogical point of view can be seen as problematic – is similar to informational reading in contemporary educational settings: it is fragmentary, facts-oriented, and procedure-oriented. The practice of finding correct answers, rather than analysing and discussing the contents of a text seems to continue from lessons organised around print textbooks in the 1960s to current inquiry-based and digital teaching. Thus, certain reading traditions seem to persist within the Swedish school system, despite the introduction of new technologies.

When synthesising a number of research projects on the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in Swedish schools in the late 1990s and early 2000s, Alexandersson and Limberg (2012, p. 134) note that “traditional school activities tend to shape ICT rather than the other way round”. The analysis of this paper supports this claim by
illustrating that certain approaches to texts were taken in Swedish schools well before digital technologies were introduced in classroom practices. Technologically-driven change is not as straightforward as is sometimes suggested in Information Seeking and Learning and Information Literacy research. Rather, new technologies are implanted into socio-historic practices that are changing slowly and in non-linear ways (see Cuban, 2001).

Furthermore, informational reading, as it appears in the late 1960s, was not a new type of reading practice, but rather part of a long reading tradition involving a rationalistic, utilitarian mode of reading, in contrast to an experiential, emotional mode of reading. Similar distinctions are known from other historical situations, for example, as Mäkinen points out, in the difference between “scholastic” and “monastic” reading in the Middle Ages. While the former was analytical and controlled, an emotional “love of reading” was seen as inherent to the latter (Mäkinen, 2014; see also Dolatkhah & Lundh 2016). Thus, informational reading can be seen as part of a reading tradition in which today’s document work – in educational settings and elsewhere – are engrafted. Therefore, rather than conceptualising reading activities as types of information activities or behaviour, as has been done in some information seeking research (e.g. Ross, 1999a; 1999b; cf. Frohmann, 2004a, pp. 81ff), we suggest that many information activities should be seen as expressions of reading activities. In fact, early studies within the field of academic information seeking included the study of the reading habits of researchers (e.g. Paisley, 1965; see also Talja and Hartel, 2007). We do, however, find it interesting how the term “information” is used in the curriculum to describe this type of reading and how it is related to the description of a fast-developing, modern society. Describing certain reading activities as informational reading activities is a sign of an ongoing discursive shift.

In this paper, we have problematised the description of contemporary information practices and activities in educational contexts as radically new. We have also suggested that by retracting the idea that the concept of information is what should motivate the study of document work, we can start to ask new types of research questions. In future work, we will continue to explore the information discourse that we have discussed in this work and its effects on the practices we study. In the case of document work and documentary practices in Swedish compulsory education, we will look at why certain ways of reading were taught and motivated; what other ways of reading were suppressed when informational reading was promoted; and why the notion of “reading” subsequently is replaced by notions such as “information searching”, “information seeking”, and “information literacy” and the implications of this development.

1 [It is worth noting, however, that in March 2017, the Swedish government revised the National Curriculum in order to better support and develop students’ digital competences in meeting the consequences of digitisation for society. Education in programming and in various applications of digital technologies, including media and information literacy were included (Swedish National Agency for Education, 2017).]
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